APPENDIX L
KEMPER COUNTY IGCC PROJECT NATIVE
AMERICAN TRIBAL CONSULTATIONS
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TRIBAL SHIPPING ADDRESSES

1. Absentee-Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
Ms. Karen Kaniatobe
Director of the Cultural/Historical Preservation
Department
2025 South Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801
405-275-4030 ext. 124
Tribal Leader: Scott Miller, Governor

6. The Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
Dr. Richard Allen, Ed.D., THPO
22361 Bald Hill Road, 74464
Tahlequah, OK 74464
918-456-0671
Tribal Leader: Chadwick Smith, Principal
Chief

2. Alabama-Coushatta Tribe of Texas
Mr. Bryant Celestine, Historical Preservation
571 State Park Road 56
Livingston, TX 77351
936-563-1181
Tribal Leader: Oscola Clayton Sylestine,
Principal Chief

7. The Chickasaw Nation
Ms. Virginia Nail, THPO
2020 East Arlington, Suite 4
Ada, OK 74820
580-436-2603
Tribal Leader: Bill Anoatubby, Governor

3. Alabama-Quassarte Tribal Town of the
Creek Nation of Oklahoma
Ms. Rovena Yargee, Historical Officer
101 East Broadway
Wetumpka, OK 74883
405-452-3987
Tribal leader: Tarpie Yargee, Tribal Town
Chief

8. Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana
Kimberly S. Walden, Cultural Director
3289 Chitimacha Trail
Charenton, LA 70523
337-923-4395
Tribal Leader: Lonnie Martin, Tribal
Chairman

4. Caddo Tribe of Oklahoma
Mr. Robert Cast, THPO
5 miles East Intersection 281 and 152
Binger, OK 73009
405-656-2901
Tribal Leader: LaRue Martin Parker,
Chairperson

9. Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma
Mr. Terry D. Cole, Director Historic
Preservation Dept
3010 Enterprise Boulevard
Durant, OK 74701
580-924-8280
Tribal leader: Gregory E. Pyle, Chief

5. The Catawba Tribe of South Carolina
Dr. Wenonah Haire, CIN-THPO
1536 Tom Steven Road
Rock Hill, SC 29730
803-328-2427
Tribal Leader: Donald Rogers, Chief

10. Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana
Dr. Linda Langley, Section 106 Contact
1940 CC Bell Road
Elton, LA 70532
337-584-2261
Tribal Leader: Kevin Sickey, Tribal Chairman
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11. Eastern Band of the Cherokee Nation
Russell Townsend, THPO
Tyler Howe, Section 106 Specialist
88 Council House Loop
Cherokee, NC 28719
828-497-2771
Tribal leader: Michell Hicks, Principal Chief

17. Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma
Ms. Joyce Bear, THPO
Highway 75 and Loop 56
Okmulgee, OK 74447
918-732-7600
Tribal Leader: A.D. Ellis, Chief
Alfred Berryhill, 2nd Chief

12. Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
Robin Dushane, Cultural Preservation Officer
127 West Oneida Street
Seneca, MO 64865
918-666-2435
Tribal leader: Glenna J. Wallace, Chief

18. Poarch Band of Creek Indians
Mr. Robert Thrower, THPO
5811 Jack Springs Road
Atmore, AL 36502-5025
251-368-9136
Tribal Leader: Buford Rolin, Chairman

13. Jena Band of Choctaw Indians
Christine Norris, Chief
1052 Chanaha Hina Street
Trout, LA 71371
318-992-2717
Tribal leader: Christine Norris, Chief

19. Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma
Carrie V. Wilson, THPO
5681 South 630 Road
Quapaw, OK 74363-0765
918-542-1853
Tribal Leader: John Berrey, Chairman

14. Kialegee Tribal Town of the Creek Nation
of Oklahoma
Jennie Lillard, Town King/Mekko
627 East Highway 9
Wetumpka, OK 74883
405-452-3262
Tribal leader: Jennie Lillard, Town
King/Mekko

20. Shawnee Tribe
Ms. Kim Jumper, THPO
29 South Highway 69A
Miami, OK 74355
918-542-2441
Tribal Leader: Ron Sparkman, Chairman

15. Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida
Mr. Steven Terry, Land Resources Manager
U.S. 41, Mile Marker 70
Tamiami Trail
Miami, FL 33144
305-223-8380
Tribal Leader: Billy Cypress, Chairman

21. Seminole Nation of Oklahoma
Ms. Jennifer Johnson, THPO
Junction 270 and 56 Highway
¼ Mile East on 270
Wewoka, OK 74884
405-257-7200
Tribal Leader: Enoch Kelly Haney, Principal
Chief

16. Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
Mr. Kenneth H. Carleton, TPHO
101 Industrial Road
Choctaw, MS 39350
601-656-5251
Tribal leader: Beasley Denson, Chief

22. Seminole Tribe of Florida
Mr. Willard Steele, THPO
6300 Stirling Road
Hollywood, FL 33024
954-966-6300
Tribal Leader: Mitchell Cypress, Acting
Chairman/President
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23. Thlopthlocco Tribal Town
Mr. Charles Coleman, Warrior, THPO
Exit 227, 7 miles east of Okemah on I-40
Okemah, OK 74859
918-560-6198
Tribal Leader: Vernon Yarholar, Mekko

25. United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee
Indians in Oklahoma
Lisa Stopp, CSI Office, THPO
18771 Wiskeetoowah Circle
Tahlequah, OK 74464
918-431-1818
Tribal leaders: George C. Wickliffe, Chief

24. Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana
Earl J. Barbry, Jr., Director, THPO
151 Melacon Drive
Marksville, LA 71351
318-253-9767
Tribal Leader: Earl J. Barbry, Sr., Chairman

26. Santee Sioux Tribe of the Santee
Reservation Nebraska
Mr. Roger Trudell, Chairman
108 Spirit Lake Avenue West
Niobrara, NE 68760
402-857-2772
Tribal Leader: Roger Trudell, Chairman
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September 24, 2008
Ms. Karen Kaniatobe
Director of the Cultural/Historical Preservation Department
Absentee-Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
2025 South Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801
Dear Ms. Kaniatobe:
The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) is beginning the process of preparing an environmental impact statement
(EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for DOE’s involvement in the proposed Kemper County Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) Project under the Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI) Program.
DOE published a Notice of Intent to prepare the EIS on September 22, 2008. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps) will be a cooperating agency in the preparation of the EIS. DOE and the Corps are also required to comply
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) for this undertaking as well as with NEPA. The
Mobile District of the Corps would be managing the Corps participation in this process.
The proposed IGCC is an electrical generating facility. It would be constructed on an approximately 1,650-acre
undeveloped site located in east-central Mississippi near the town of Liberty, in Kemper County. This site is approximately 20 miles north of the city of Meridian (see enclosed map). It is estimated the IGCC facility would occupy approximately 150 acres of the site. The balance would remain undeveloped, with the exception of new
transmission lines, a natural gas supply pipeline, a carbon dioxide (CO2) pipeline and site access and fuel handling
infrastructure. While the proposed project would consist of the gasifiers to generate synthesis gas from lignite coal,
cleanup systems, two combustion turbines and heat recovery steam generators, a steam turbine, and supporting facilities and infrastructure, the EIS will also address the proposed construction and operation of the neighboring surface lignite coal mine, associated transmission lines (and substations), CO2 capture systems and CO2 pipeline, and a
natural gas pipeline, as connected actions.
The proposed mine would be operated by North American Coal Corporation and would provide the primary source
of fuel for the project. The outer boundary of the mining area would encompass approximately 31,000 acres principally in Kemper County and partially in Lauderdale County. Within this area, a total of approximately 15,500 acres
would be disturbed and reclaimed over the life of the mine. Mining would disturb uplands, wetlands and require
stream diversions. The proposed mine would use draglines and a truck and shovel operation to remove the overburden, mine the lignite coal, and reclaim the site in accordance with an approved mine plan. The lignite coal would be
transported by truck and /or overland conveyor. Following lignite removal, approximately 275 acres/year of mined
land would be restored to approximate the pre-mine land contour and re-vegetated to a land use consistent with an
approved mine reclamation plan.
The purpose of this letter is to notify your tribal government of this project and to request a response as to whether
this proposed project may have any potential effects to any historic properties of traditional religious or cultural
importance to your tribe. If you need any additional information to make this determination, please contact George
Pukanic at 412-386-6085 or by email at pukanic@netl.doe.gov. If we do not receive a response from you by October 30, 2008, we will assume you have not identified any potential effects to such resources and that it is not necessary to involve you further in our NEPA and NHPA reviews.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Hargis, Jr.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Document Manager
Enclosure

hargis@netl.doe.gov@netl.doe.gov

626 Cochrans Mill Road, P.O. Box 10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236
Voice (412) 386-6065
Fax (412) 386-4604
•
•

•

www.netl.doe.gov

Preliminary Map for Proposed Kemper County IGCC Project
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Jeff Meling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda A Langley [llangley@mcneese.edu]
Wednesday, November 19, 2008 4:25 PM
Jeff Meling
Re: consult letter

Mr. Meling,
Thank you for taking the time to send me replacement copies. Because the proposed mining
project has the potential to impact sites of historic and/or cultural significance to the
Coushatta people, the Tribal Council has asked me to express their ongoing interest in the
project. Please continue to keep me on the project mailing list so that I can give the
Council regular updates on the progress of the project.
Thank you again,
Linda Langley, Ph.D.
----- Original Message ----From: "Jeff Meling" <jmeling@ectinc.com>
To: llangley@mcneese.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:52:28 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: consult letter

Dr. Langley,

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me. Here are the missing letters. I’d appreciate
your email reply stating interest. Thanks again.

Jeffrey L. Meling, P.E.
Senior Vice President
Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc.
3701 NW 98th Street
Gainesville , FL 32606
jmeling@ectinc.com
Off (352) 332-0444, ext 11352
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From:

Lillie McCormick [lstrangejbc@centurytel.net]

Sent:

Monday, December 08, 2008 4:02 PM

To:

George Pukanic

Subject: Re: Kemper County IGCC Power Plant Project

Mr. Pukanic
Thank you for informing the Jena Band of Choctaw Indians of this proposed project for the Kemper County
IGCC power plant project and mine and supporting facilities.
At this time, the Jena Choctaw are only concerned with the areas of LaSalle, Grant, and Rapides Parishes in
Louisiana. with that being said we will more than likely not participate in the tribal consultation.
if i can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to call.
Lillie McCormick
Environmental Director
Jena Band of Choctaw Indians
Ph: 318-992-8258
Fax: 318-992-8244
lmccormickjbc@centurytel.net

Quoting George Pukanic :
As per our telephone conversation, attached please find a project fact sheet and a map for the proposed Kemper County
IGCC power plant project and mine and supporting facilities. After you have reviewed the information on the project,
please let me know of your interest in participating in a tribal consultation meeting for the project. If you are interested,
DOE’s environmental support contractor (Environmental Consulting and Technology, Inc.) will be contacting you
concerning arrangements for a tribal consultation meeting. In any event, you will be included on the distribution list for
the draft and final Environmental Impact Statements for the project.

--

Meeting Summary
Kemper County IGCC Project
Consultation with Tribal Representatives
February 5, 2009
Mississippi Department of Archives and History
Jackson, MS

A meeting was held in Jackson, MS, to discuss cultural resources
matters associated with the proposed Kemper County IGCC Project and to consult with representatives of interested tribes. Two
tribes sent representatives: Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
and Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma. The agenda for the meeting
was:
• Introductions.
• Project overviews and updates given by DOE, Mississippi
Power and North American Coal.
• Preliminary reports on field surveys and findings.
• Review of draft Programmatic Agreement.
• Other matters of interest to participants.
The list of meeting attendees is attached. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers was also invited but was unable to send a representative.
Information handed out during the meeting is also attached (maps
showing locations of cultural resources sites have been omitted
from the attachments due to the sensitivity of the information).
The meeting began at approximately 9:30 a.m. with an invocation
given by Olin Williams.
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Following attendee introductions, John Templeton gave an overview of the project, then Joel Truart presented NAC’s surface lignite mine plans. Truart stressed that all land potentially impacted
by mining activities will be surveyed for cultural resources and
that, given the long-term nature of surface mining, these surveys
will be ongoing for decades.
Ken Carleton noted that the long-term nature of survey activities
drives the need for a Programmatic Agreement, which should secure the consultation rights of interested tribes and be signed by all
appropriate parties.
It was noted that DOE should involve the Advisory Council.
The discussion focused for some time on the particulars of a PA. It
was noted that DOE’s direct involvement with the project would
end with the completion of the demonstration program (although
with some uncertainty regarding the possible Loan Guarantee aspect).
Carleton agreed that an initial PA running through the end of the
demonstration program was sensible, although he stressed that he
would want the Corps and MDEQ as signatories from the start to
provide continuity for the subsequent PAs not requiring DOE’s involvement.
Janet Rafferty summarized the work done to-date to survey portions of the potential mine area. She stated the goal of completing
field surveys for the entire mine area and completing assessments
of eligibility by the end of 2009.
Hunter Johnson summarized the field work and results of the surveys of planned transmission line and NG pipeline corridors. He
noted that 8 potentially eligible sites had been found.
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Jeff Meling summarized the similar work completed by another
contractor on the southern 40-mile stretch of planned CO2 pipeline
corridor.
Carleton expressed satisfaction with the amount of cultural resources survey information and the level of detail in the summary
reports.
It was agreed that MDAH and the tribes would be sent the draft
Phase 1 reports for their review and comment.
George Pukanic returned the discussion to the PA and provided an
outline. It was generally agreed that the outline constituted a good
start to DOE generating an initial draft.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:30 p.m.
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Kemper County IGCC Project
Phase I Cultural Resources Surveys
Southern 40 miles of CO2 pipeline corridor surveyed by New
South Associates, Inc. New South found:
• 33 archaeological sites and 20 isolated finds.
• 1 archaeological site recommended as eligible for NRHP listing.
• 13 sites recommended as potentially eligible for listing.

Archaeological Sites Identified by New South as Eligible or Potentially Eligible for NRHP Listing

Additional Information on Eligible and Potentially Eligible Sites
Archaeological Site 22LD755 is a mid- to late Archaic site that was recommended as eligible for NRHP. The site’s dimensions were found to be 60 meters northsouth by at least 60 meters east-west within the corridor. The site appeared to continue
outside the corridor to the east and west. This site exhibited evidence that recent looting
had occurred. There was a cut into the bank of the Chunky River that extended approximately 20 meters onto the landform exposing soils and lithic artifacts. Shovel size and
shaped holes were present in and along the cut bank and lithic artifacts were observed in
small piles near these areas. A total of15 shovel tests were placed at the site, and 12 contained artifacts. A surface inspection and collection was made in the exposed areas. No
diagnostic artifacts were observed on the surface. It was suspected that the looters collected any diagnostic projectile points/knifes and, therefore, none were recovered during
the current survey. A total of 401 lithic artifacts were recovered from the surface and
from shovel tests excavated; artifacts were recovered between0 to 130 centimeters below
surface (cmbs). A proximal and medial portion of a projectile point/knife was recovered
but could not be clearly identified by type; it is believed to date to the mid- or late Archaic periods.
Sites recommended as potentially eligible for the NRHP include 22CK653,
22CK657, 22CK659, 22CK660, 22JS671, 22JS674, 22LD743, 22LD744, 22LD745,
22LD746, 22LD748, 22LD750, and 22LD752.
Site 22CK653 is an early to mid-20th century historic artifact scatter likely associated with a farmstead. A total of 82 artifacts were recovered from shovel tests, and most
were identified as kitchen remains including glass and ceramics. Eleven architectural artifacts were recovered including five brick fragments, five nail fragments, and one piece of
flat glass, indicating the likelihood that a house or other building once stood here. Fragments of a tobacco tin were also recovered. A possible subsurface feature was encountered in one shovel test. At approximately 60 cmbs, burned clay and a dense charcoal lens
were encountered. The function of the feature was unclear. A large circular depression
approximately 2 by 2 meters in size was observed between three trees. The nature of the
depression was unclear, and no artifacts were found in association with the feature. It is
possible that the depression is a well.
Site 22CK657 is an undiagnostic prehistoric lithic scatter. It probably continues
west outside of corridor. Due to the size and slope of the landform, only one additional
shovel test was excavated east of the initial positive test. Both shovel tests contained a
total of 26 pieces of lithic debitage. Artifact density from the initial positive shovel test
was moderately high and appeared to yield artifacts from two separate levels or cultural
strata (0 to 30and 30 to 100 cmbs).
Site 22CK659 is a prehistoric lithic artifact scatter. A total of 85 artifacts were recovered from the shovel tests, including 61 Tallahatta Quartzite lithic artifacts, 20 unmodified sandstone fragments, and four pieces of hardened clay or daub.
Site 22CK660 is a prehistoric lithic artifact scatter, possibly extending outside the
corridor to the west. A total of 12 lithic artifacts were recovered, including six shatter
fragments, two flake fragments, one interior flake, one primary flake, one biface thinning
flake, and one core. Site 22CK660 is separated from 22CK659 by what appears to be a

breach in the landform. It is possible that the two sites are related or were once the same
site.
Site 22JS671 is an undiagnostic prehistoric lithic scatter. It is possible that the site
continues to the west, outside the corridor. A total of eight lithic artifacts were recovered,
including one chert uniface fragment and three chert shatter fragments.
Site 22JS674 is a Woodland period lithic and ceramic scatter. The site continues
west outside the corridor. A total of 30 prehistoric artifacts were recovered including two
sand tempered sherds and three residual sherds. The ceramic artifacts recovered were collected from between 10 and 30 cmbs, while lithics appeared to be present between 60 and
70 cmbs.
Site 22LD743 was found to consist of an undiagnostic prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter. The site was believed to continue outside of the project area to the west. A
total of 42 prehistoric artifacts were recovered, including38 lithic artifacts, two prehistoric ceramics, and two red ochre fragments. Of the lithic artifacts recovered, two projectile point/knife fragments were recovered. Unfortunately, they were unidentifiable as to
type.
Site 38LD744 is a late Archaic lithic artifact scatter and residual sherd. The site
appears to extend outside the corridor to the west. A total of 224 lithic artifacts were recovered. All of the lithic material was identified as Tallahatta Quartzite, with the exception of one chert biface fragment. One projectile point/knife, a late Archaic stemmed
point, was recovered. One residual sherd and one fragment of fossilized animal bone
were also recovered.
Site 38LD745 is an undiagnostic prehistoric lithic scatter and residual sherd. The
site is essentially surrounded by wetlands. A total of 62 pieces of prehistoric lithic debitage were recovered, as well as one residual sherd.
Site 22LD746 is an undiagnostic prehistoric lithic scatter. Eighty-eight lithic artifacts were recovered including one core and a Stage 2 biface.
Site 38LD748 is a late Archaic/early Woodland period lithic scatter. A total of
five lithic artifacts were recovered including a complete projectile point/knife to a depth
of 70 cmbs. The point resembled late Archaic/early Woodland styles with a triangular
blade and long rounded contracting stem. The stem was longer than the blade, and it was
found likely that the blade was modified from its original length to the current form.
Site 22LD750 is a Woodland lithic and ceramic scatter. A total of 24 lithic artifacts were recovered as well as one decorated sand tempered sherd of an undetermined
type.
Site 22LD752 is an undiagnostic lithic scatter. A total of 24 lithic artifacts were
recovered including 10 interior flakes, seven flake fragments, four biface thinning flakes,
and three shatter fragments down to 70 cmbs.
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